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1,600 
QMOS

400
employees

350,000
workshop hours

40 years 

of expertise

25,000
hours of studies & design

OUR ABILITIES

Manoir Industries’ boiler-making division offers  
a wide range of diversified products in stainless steel, 
carbon and aluminium. Each comes with equipment  
and a level of technicality that are able to meet  
the needs of highly sophisticated projects.

 Forming and bending (digital and conventional)
 Plasma and shear cutting
  Manual and automatic welding of standard  
and exotic grades, for all procedures (tungsten 
inert gas [TIG], arc, metal inert gas [MIG], etc.), 
for all thicknesses, according to European  
and international standards with more than  
1600 QMOS

  Quality management system (ISO 9001)  
and welding quality assurance (ISO 3834-02, 
ASME, CODAP, STAMP U and U2)
 Recharging or overly

Individually, customized 
& batches pieces  

1 to 100 mm 

thickness

Contact: 
accueil@atelier-acpp.fr 
contact@agriandre.fr
commercial@ctigroupe.com

Boiler-making solutions  
in a few key figures

BOILER-MAKING 
SOLUTIONS
As great as  
your challenges.

MANOIR INDUSTRIES
Future is our raw material.

Manoir Industries specialises in metal transformation. It develops alloys  

and executes procedures to produce high-performance metal parts.  

Its boiler-making expertise has been known and recognised for several 

decades, and is now joined by expertise in forging, foundry, welding  

and assembly, in addition to having an ability to manufacture finished  

tooled components. With an international presence, it aims to ensure 

complete proximity to its clients in order to act alongside them  

as true partners, as it assists them with their innovative solutions in line  

with the sector’s evolution.

STRENGTH  
FROM EXPERIENCE. 
TECHNICAL  
MASTERY.
As a specialist in boiler-making and industrial  
piping, Manoir Industries employs 400 experts  
and technicians in three divisions:
 Manoir ACPP in Beaumont-Hague
 Manoir Agriandre in Conches-en-Ouche
 Manoir CTI ACDN in Agneaux

These three sites, which interact through synergy,  
are able to offer fully fledged, innovative solutions.  
By combining strong technical skills, proactivity  
and ingenuity, they work to meet clients’ needs  
through a project-oriented approach.

With over 40 years’ experience, the company’s 
boiler-making activity has diversified its knowledge, 
and, today, offers a highly diversified and extremely 
comprehensive line of high-added-value steel  
sheet components. 
Both in France and abroad, the activity is recognized 
for its mastery of the turnkey contractor profession, 
throughout the entire production chain and up to site 
integration, which includes the following:  
Design / Boiler-making equipment /  
Industrial piping / Assembly of fabricated part 
sets of low to very high thickness / Installation 
and maintenance of boiler-making structures
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MANOIR ACPP 

In an 11,400 m² space, Manoir ACPP is developing technical 
skills and expertise in boiler-making, piping, welding  
and mechanised welding. Its business comprises the making  
of high technology projects for the following markets:  
Nuclear / Defence (shipbuilding and arms) /  
Industry (specific projects).

A preferred partner for major industrial projects, Manoir ACPP 
has become a key player and is recognised for its expertise 
in the production of nuclear pools. Its significant experience 
deployed at the ORANO site in La Hague in 1978 is,  
to this day, considered to be a display of technological  
prowess in the field.

Manoir ACPP’s goal with large-scale clients – such as CEA, 
EDF or ORANO – is to offer bespoke solutions at optimal  
pricing, by offering optimisation suggestions and solutions  
to manufacturing constraints. Its areas of action require highly 
specialised knowledge, and rigorous respect of regulations, 
standards, and European and international construction 
codes. To do so, a major documentary and technical structure 
allows it to precisely meet all requested criteria. Often called 
upon to work in particularly hostile and sensitive environments, 
Manoir ACPP relies on the uncompromised involvement  
of highly trained technicians to adapt to restrictive situations.  
As its professions evolve, Manoir ACPP is able to fully grasp  
the effects of digital transformation on its business lines,  
by using new digital tools. The business lines are dedicated  
to production and quality monitoring, and contribute  
to providing clients with increasingly powerful solutions.

MANOIR CTI ACDN

With 10,000 m² of space, Manoir CTI ACDN boasts varying 
knowledge, from production to on-site assembly, which is 
employed to meet needs in a variety of industries, most of which 
require very specific equipment: Agri-foods / Environment / 
Civil engineering (major projects and engineering works) / 
Pharmacy / Chemical / Petrochemical / Energy.

Its strength resides in its ability to assist clients in identifying  
for their projects the correct materials, production modes  
and areas for improvement. Clients can count on the scale  
of Manoir CTI ACDN’s two production facilities, which offer 
the handling of high volumes and major series (carbon steel, 
aluminium and stainless steel).

Its road and port accesses also work for its benefit, especially 
for the transportation of particularly unwieldy parts. To develop 
its solutions, Manoir CTI ACDN relies on highly qualified 
employees, who are able to create solutions using 
standards and certifications; for instance, allowing  
the development of freeze dryers with exceptional  
finish quality.

Confidence is key, and with some clients  
Manoir CTI ACDN establishes a level of trust 
equivalent to an integrated production 
facility. Manoir CTI ACDN is proud  
to share requirements and a common  
goal with them.

MANOIR AGRIANDRE 

On a 5,200 m² site, Manoir Agriandre handles the shaping, 
assembly and welding of materials of varying grades, from low 
to high thicknesses. In parallel, its teams provide services and 
turnkey solutions on industrial sites and for the following markets: 
Petrochemical / Energy / Offshore / Civil engineering  
(major projects and engineering works).

Manoir Agriandre brings together the qualities and skills required  
for participation in many types of new work, and preventive  
and curative maintenance for sensitive devices. For the most part, 
these projects are done in relation to industrial sites, such as Seveso, 
or projects in high-risk environments, where requirements are stringent.

In each case, Manoir Agriandre is extremely vigilant when  
ensuring its clients’ requirements are met, with respect  
to quality, deadlines and safety.

In order to offer true added value, Manoir Agriandre  
is developing its technical role with clients in close  
contact with R&D. It offers them its expertise  
regarding construction codes, new standards  
and new materials. This was particularly  
the case for the columns built for Total’s  
La Mède site, where Manoir Agriandre’s  
intricate understanding of codes enabled  
it to respect client requirements, while  
also upholding performance and allowing 
for major economies.

THREE ENTITIES TO SERVICE ALL MARKETS

Decarbonization reactor by electrolyse.

Structure.

Separator filter Lyophilisateur 
dedicated to 
pharmaceutical 
industry

Drying  
vacuum vessel

Vacuum vessel Cavity coating 
for nuclear 
reactor

RIS heat 
exchanger

Body valveNitric acid 
column  
for chemistry

Connection 
piece  
for offshore 
submarine


